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After kicking open the doors to twentieth-century philosophy in Thus Spake Zarathustra, Friedrich

Nietzsche refined his ideal of the superman with the 1886 publication of Beyond Good and Evil.

Conventional morality is a sign of slavery, Nietzsche maintains, and the superman goes beyond

good and evil in action, thought, and creation. Nietzsche especially targets what he calls a "slave

morality" that fosters herdlike quiescence and stigmatizes the "highest human types."In this

pathbreaking work, Nietzsche's philosophical and literary powers are at their height: with

devastating irony and flashing wit he gleefully dynamites centuries of accumulated conventional

wisdom in metaphysics, morals, and psychology, clearing a path for such twentieth-century

innovators as Thomas Mann, AndrÃ© Gide, Sigmund Freud, George Bernard Shaw, AndrÃ©

Malraux, and Jean-Paul Sartre, all of whom openly acknowledged their debt to him.Students of

philosophy and literature as well as general readers will prize this rich sampling of Nietzsche's

thought in an unabridged and inexpensive edition of one of the philosopher's most important works.
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After kicking open the doors to twentieth-century philosophy in Thus Spake Zarathustra, Friedrich

Nietzsche refined his ideal of the superman with the 1886 publication of Beyond Good and Evil.

Conventional morality is a sign of slavery, Nietzsche maintains, and the superman goes beyond



good and evil in action, thought, and creation. Nietzsche especially targets what he calls a "slave

morality" that fosters herdlike quiescence and stigmatizes the "highest human types."In this

pathbreaking work, Nietzsche's philosophical and literary powers are at their height: with

devastating irony and flashing wit he gleefully dynamites centuries of accumulated conventional

wisdom in metaphysics, morals, and psychology, clearing a path for such twentieth-century

innovators as Thomas Mann, AndrÃ© Gide, Sigmund Freud, George Bernard Shaw, AndrÃ©

Malraux, and Jean-Paul Sartre, all of whom openly acknowledged their debt to him.

Love the very large pages, even though there is a minute amount of space on the margins the large

page size allows for detailed annotation without overcrowding of the page. The covers also have a

rich velvet feel, though the design is a bit pixelated. Overall a perfect purchase for the price,

especially if you'll be writing all over it and bending the pages around.

Friedrich Nietzsche is indeed a book that is for broad thinkers and with open minds. He is very

challenging.

As described and good price

Great book

The book arrived in a very short amount of time, brand new and good read

I found this very revealing.

This is NOT the Walter Kaufmann translation as implied by being linked to the Kaufmann paperback

edition.

Loved the book, hated the pesentation, cheap made..
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